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Interior Valet from £50

Autoshine specialise in interior valets/details. We have various techniques enabling excellent results, and in some cases, achieving a 
‘showroom’ like result. We clean everything from – plastics, mats, carpets, seats, leather, boot, headling etc. We go the extra mile and 
clean vents and hard to reach areas with detailing brushes, cotten buds and specialist tools. All surfaces cleaned are then protected. 

Time to conduct: 

Rubbish removed + floor mats removed 

Carpets + fabrics seats shampooed to remove stains via a carpet 
extraction machine / steam cleaner

All interior plastics cleaned to remove stains / marks

All buttons, vents, crevices and hard to reach areas are cleaned to 
removed ingrained dirt

Plastics protected (will leave a matt/factory finish)

Glass cleaned and polished inside + out

Door shuts cleaned + polished (will leave some lubrication 
on hinges)

Boot vacuumed, shampooed and boot shut cleaned

If leather – fully cleaned and protected

*Please take into account that some carpets are better to clean, yielding in better results, Quality of carpet is key to this 

4-5 Hours 

Exterior Valet from £50

Autoshine’s exterior Valet/Detail is a great way to get the exterior of your car looking great, we really pay attention to detail and go the 
extra mile to make sure your car is looking as good as it can!

Time to conduct: 

3-4 Hours 

Alloy wheels Deeply cleaned, baked on break dust also removed

Tyres de-greased + Arches cleaned

Full pre rinse, paying particular attention to creases to remove 
moss and dirt

Full exterior hand wash with the two bucket method to minimise 
the risk of inducing swirl marks

Car is fully dried using professional drying towels

Trapped water air blown out ( Wing mirrors, creases, alloy 
wheels etc )

Tar removal application

Polish applied by hand to achieve a high gloss finish

Hand wax to add even more gloss and protect the paintwork 
from harmful pollutants

Tyres + Trim are dressed

Exhaust tips polished

Glass polished

*Please note that if the car is heavily contaminated, it will be beneficial 
to have a clay bar treatment from £30

UPGRADE YOUR WAX TO SOFT 99 FUSSO COAT
12 MONTH PROTECTION FOR JUST £25.00

Full Valet from £100

This Full Valet is designed to achieve a professional standard to the interior + exterior of your car. It is ideal for those vehicles which are 
in need of TLC inside and out.

Time to conduct: 

1 Full Day 

Interior
Rubbish removed + floor mats removed 

Carpets + fabrics seats shampooed to remove stains via a carpet 
extraction machine / steam cleaner

All interior plastics cleaned to remove stains / marks

All buttons, vents, crevices and hard to reach areas are cleaned to 
removed ingrained dirt

Plastics protected (will leave a matt/factory finish)

Glass cleaned and polished inside + out

Door shuts cleaned + polished (will leave some lubrication 
on hinges)

Boot vacuumed, shampooed and boot shut cleaned

If leather – fully cleaned and protected

Exterior 
Alloy wheels cleaned

Tyres de-greased + Arches cleaned

Full pre rinse, paying particular attention to creases to remove 
moss and dirt
Full exterior hand wash with the two bucket method to minimise 
the risk of inducing swirl marks

Car is fully dried using professional drying towels.

Trapped water air blown free

Tar removal 

Polish applied by hand to achieve a high shine and long lasting 
protection

Tyres + Trim are dressed

Exhaust tips polished

Fully dry vacuum including underseats and all hard to reach areas. 

Fully dry vacuum including underseats and all hard to reach areas. 

Clay bar to remove bonded contaminants that are not removable 
by the washing stage. This leaves your car unbelievably smooth 
and ready for polishing

Car is treated to a hand polish to remove light swirl marks and 
enhance the shine to the paintwork

Spray sealant applied

Trim, exhaust tips and glass all polished and protected

Engine bay detail 

UPGRADE YOUR WAX TO SOFT 99 FUSSO COAT
12 MONTH PROTECTION FOR JUST £25.00

** Please take into account that some carpets are better to clean, 
yielding in better results, Quality of carpet is key to this.

*Please note that if the car is heavily contaminated, it will be beneficial 
to have a clay bar treatment from £30

Pre Sale Valet  from £150

The Pre Sale Valet is designed for customers that are wanting to sell their cars, this is a perfect valet as it involves valeting of the Exterior,
 interior and engine bay. This Valet will add value onto your car.

Time to conduct: 

1 Full Day 

Interior
Rubbish removed + floor mats removed 

Carpets + fabrics seats shampooed to remove stains via a carpet 
extraction machine / steam cleaner

All interior plastics cleaned to remove stains / marks

All buttons, vents, crevices and hard to reach areas are cleaned to 
removed ingrained dirt

Plastics protected (will leave a matt/factory finish)

Glass cleaned and polished inside + out

Door shuts cleaned + polished (will leave some lubrication 
on hinges)

Boot vacuumed, shampooed and boot shut cleaned

If leather – fully cleaned and protected

Exterior 
Alloy wheels cleaned

Tyres de-greased + Arches cleaned

Full pre rinse, paying particular attention to creases to remove 
moss and dirt
Full exterior hand wash with the two bucket method to minimise 
the risk of inducing swirl marks

Car is fully dried using professional drying towels.

Trapped water air blown free

Tar removal 

Polish applied by hand to achieve a high shine and long lasting 
protection

Tyres + Trim are dressed

Exhaust tips polished

Fully dry vacuum including underseats and all hard to reach areas. 

UPGRADE YOUR WAX TO SOFT 99 FUSSO COAT
12 MONTH PROTECTION FOR JUST £25.00

* Please take into account that some carpets are better to clean, 
yielding in better results, Quality of carpet is key to this.
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